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I am a mom of two wonderful
children, Bennett (12/09) & Maggie (12/11), 
wife to Ryan (over 8 yrs) & I love our 
little life here inAtlanta. We enjoy playing
 outside with the kids, visiting our farm 
in east TN and traveling to see my family
 in  in Memphis.
 I am so thankful God gave me the desire 
to create art and share his beautiful 
creation with others.
I love the process of getting to know 
families and capturing their love and 
bond with one another. Things move and 
change so quchange so quickly, it’s my passion to
 freeze those moments in time and 
turn them into art that you’ll treasure.

Julia  Jones

  A  bit  about  me...

 HELLO
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Julia Jones  { julia@studiorefuge.com}

Maternity & Newborn



During  the  session...
       Children are UNPREDICTABLE... so, it is my job to be ready for 

anything!  A lot of times parents get frustrated because sessions 

don’t seem to be going perfect... but the wonderful thing is that those

small moments in between all the tantrums & chaos are beautiful. 

People often ask me how I even managed to get one great photograph 

of their wild child! The answer is simple... I shoot like crazy and it’s my

jobjob to capture it all!  So... the only job I give you as the parents is to 

relax & enjoy it! I will do all the hard work! I will give a lot of direction 

during the session so you will know exactly what to do. Children match

your energy, so if you are having fun & showing them how much you

love them they will show you the same in return. Sounds simple, right?

Well, once in a while there are children that for whatever reason, do 

not want to be photographed, so....  

              One thing I will ask is to be able to photograph your child or 

children away from the parents so they will just focus on me. It usually 

works! They don’t know me & usually children are on their best behavior 

for others! This is very important in making your session run smoothly.
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What  to  Bring  to  your  session...
       Please bring clothing and accessories as needed.  You can arrive 

and get your children dressed at the session if you are worried about

them getting messy on the way.  To be extra prepared, bring snacks, 

water & a favorite toy to comfort them if they are feeling overwhelmed at 

the session.

WHAT TO EXPECT





8x10: $90
11x14: $140
10x20: $150
16x20: $170
10x30: $190
20x20: $225 
20x24: $25020x24: $250
24x36: $350

Frame  Pricing:  
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*round & wavy trim inserts additional

*More color options available
*Mounted Prints included in price!
*Matte, lustre, linen, brush textures
*Gallery ideas available! 
*Easy to hang

Make  it  easy...

FRAMED PRINTS
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Fine  Art  Canvas  Pricing:
11x14: $165
12x12: $185
16x16: $200
10x20: $225
16x20: $225
16x24: $250
20x20: $30020x20: $300
20x24: $315
20x30: $325
24x30: $350
30x40: $450
30x45: $500

*custom sizes available 

Ready  to  hang  art!

CANVAS
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5x5- 20 page book: $150
8x8- 20 page book: $250
10x10- 20 page book: $450

*Press printed on heavy cardstock, hinged spread

*Upgrade to a 30 page book for an additional $100

Books:

Albums: 6x6- 20 page album: $200
8x8- 20 page album: $300
8x12-20 page album: $400
10x10- 20 page album: $500

*Press printed on heavy cardstock, mounted on thick board, 

hinge free, seamless spread, various textures and finishes

**Upgrade to a 30 page album for an additional $100

BOOKS & ALBUMS



Set of 3 Accordion Albums: $90

Accordion  Pricing:
*Magnetic Closure

*Custom cover option 

*Great gift option!

*3 different designs (+$10)

Paper  choices:
*Semi Gloss (smooth matte finish)

*Pearl (shimmery)

*Metallic (shiny, vibrant)

*Linen

MINI ACCORDION ALBUMS
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Woodblock    Photo    Pricing:
$65

2-5x7 prints from your session   
mounted on a 2 sided, stained woodblock.

*Prints are mounted on handmade stained woodblocks 
then sealed with a matte finish.

*Natural, brown, black, white or colored stain options

WOODBLOCK PHOTO



Card  Pricing

PRESS PRINTED CARDS

*Semi Gloss (smooth matte finish)
*UV Coated (glossy)
*Pearl (shimmery)

*Watercolor
*Linen

Paper  choices:
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Image  Box  Pricing:
$400

This includes your favorites (20-5x7 prints) from 

your session with a custom design cover.

*Prints are mounted on matboard.

*Inlcudes easel to display your prints

one at a time.

IMAGE BOXES
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$1395

*save $125 

8-5x7’s, 4-8x10’s, 1-11x14

4 sets of wallets

1-24x36 fine art canvas

3x3 Accordion Mini (set of 3)

11-8x8 flushmount album 

plus 25 Image CD

Collection  D:
$1165

*save $100

6-5x7’s, 3-8x10’s, 1-11x14

3 sets of wallets

1-24x30 fine art canvas

3x3 Accordion Mini (set of 3)

11-6x6 flushmount album 

***Option: Get your Cd for only 

$275 with this package 

Collection  C:

$655

*save $50

6-5x7’s, 3-8x10’s, 1-11x14

2 sets of wallets

1-20x30 fine art canvas

3x3 Accordion Mini (set of 3)

Collection  B:
$475

*save $40

6-5x7’s, 3-8x10’s, 1-11x14

2 sets of wallets

1-16x20 fine art canvas

Collection    A:

COLLECTIONS


